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The semilinear equation u* +L0u=u:, where L0 is a second-order elliptic differen-
tial operator without zero-order term and 1<:2, has been studied by the author
in [4] and [5] by using superdiffusions. In the present paper, we apply superdiffu-
sions to a more general equation u* +Lu=(u), where Lu=L0u+cu (with a bounded
coefficient c) and  belongs to a convex class which contains ku: with 1<:2 and
positive locally bounded coefficient k. We also cover a substantially wider class of
functions  which do not correspond to any superdiffusion (for instance, ku: with
:>1). Related problems are treated with the help of diffusion processes. This
approach is useful even in the linear theory. For instance, the first boundary value
problem for equation u* +Lu=& f can be investigated for a class of domains
described in probabilistic terms which is substantially larger than the class con-
sidered in the literature on PDEs.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: Diffusions; multiplicative functionals; totals subsets of the boundary;
regular points of the boundary; absolute barrier; explosion on the boundary;
superdiffusions.
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let
Lu(t, x)= :
d
i, j=1
a ij(t, x)
2u
xi xj
(t, x)+ :
d
i=1
b i (t, x)
u
xi
(t, x)+c(t, x) u(t, x)
be a uniformly elliptic second order differential operator in S=(0, )_E
where E=Rd.1 For a wide class of functions : S_R+  R+ , we investigate
positive solutions of the equation2
u* +Lu=(u) (1.1)
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1 The results can be extended to second order elliptic operators on a Riemannian mani-
fold E.
2 Operator &u* +Lu considered usually in the literature on PDE ’s can be obtained from u* +Lu
by time reversal.
in an open subset Q of S. Here u* =ut and (u) means (z, u(z)), z # Q.
We assume that Q is bounded unless it is indicated explicitly that it can be
an arbitrary open set.
Operator L0u=Lu&cu (which has no zero order term) is a generator of
a diffusion process !=(!t , 6r, x). The PerronWienerBrelot solution of
(1.1) in Q can be expressed in terms of ! and a multiplicative functional H
of ! corresponding to c. We define probabilistically total subsets and
regular points of Q and we use these concepts3 to investigate the classical
first boundary value problem and its stochastic counterpart, first, in Section 2,
for linear parabolic equations and then, in Section 3, for the semilinear
equation (1.1).
Solutions without any restrictions on their boundary behavior are studied
in Section 4. First, we establish conditions on  under which there exists
an absolute barriera finite upper bound for all bounded solutions in Q.
(Analogous conditions for elliptic equation 2u=(u) were found in 1957
by Keller [12] and Osserman [17].) Then we investigate the boundary
value problem with a continuous function f from Q to [0, ). By a
passage to the limit, we construct a minimal solution vOQ of (1.1) which
explodes on O & T where O and T are relatively open subsets of D and
T is total in D. By another passage to the limit, we get the maximal solu-
tion w1Q which vanishes on D"1, where 1 is a closed subset of D which
contains all irregular points.
In Section 5, we introduce (L, )-superdiffusion and we use it to give
explicit expressions for the solution of the first boundary value problem as
well as for functions vOQ and w
1
Q .
1.2. In the case c=0 and (u)=u: with 1<:2, the present results
were established earlier in [4] and [5]. Sheu [18, 19] used the super-
Brownian motion corresponding to  to study elliptic equation (2+c)u=
(u) with c=const. and  which depends only on u but not on x. Equation
(2+c)u=ku: with variable c and k arises in a geometrical problem: which
two functions represent scalar curvatures in two Riemannian metrics related
by a conformal transformation [see, e.g., [1]].
1.3. Results of [4] and [5] laid a basis for investigating all positive
solutions of equation Lu=u:, 1:2 in a series of papers of Dynkin and
Kuznetsov. Closely related is the work of Le Gall (who investigated
equation 2u=u2 by using the Brownian snake) and of MarcusVe ron
(who studied equation 2u=u: in a unit ball for all :>1 by purely analytic
methods). Some results were obtained also for the corresponding parabolic
equation u* +2u=u: in a smooth cylinder. We refer to more complete
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3 They are independent of L and can be defined in terms of the Brownian motion (which
corresponds to L= 122).
bibliography in [8, 9, 14, 13, 16]. The present paper can be used for
extending the theory to the general equation (1.1)
2. LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS AND DIFFUSIONS
2.1. Fundamental solution. For an arbitrary open set Q/S, C(Q) means
the set of all continuous functions in Q. Put u # C1(Q) if u, u* and ux i ,
i=1, ..., d belong to C(Q); and put u # C2(Q) if u, u* , uxi , i=1, ..., d and
2uxi xj , i, j=1, ..., d belong to C(Q). We consider only solutions of
(1.1) which belong to C2(Q).
The fundamental solution of the equation
u* +Lu=0 (2.1)
is a continuous function p(r, x; t, y) on the set [0<r<t, x, y # E] with the
properties:
2.1.1. For every (t, y), function u(r, x)= p(r, x; t, y) is a solution of
(2.1) in S<t=(0, t)_E.
2.1.2. For every $>0, T>0, p(r, x; t, y) is bounded on the set
[0<r<t<T |t&r|+| y&x|$].
2.1.3. If . is continuous at x and bounded, then
|
E
p(r, x; t, y) .( y) dy  .(x) as r A t.
For every 1/S, we denote by C (1 ) the class of all continuous functions
f (r, x) on 1 which satisfy Ho lder’s condition in x uniformly in r # (0, t):
| f (r, x)& f (r, y)|kt |x& y| * for all (r, x), (r, y) # 1, 0<r<t.
The following theorem is proved in [10] and in [11].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that:
(a) coefficients aij , bi , c of L belong to class C (S) and are bounded ;4
(b) aij satisfy, on every S<t , Ho lder’s condition in r uniformly in x.
Then there exists a unique fundamental solution of (2.1). It has the
properties:
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4 No restriction is imposed on the sign of c.
2.1.A. p>0.
2.1.B. For all 0<r<s<t, x, z # E,
|
E
p(r, x; s, y) dy p(s, y; t, z)= p(r, x; t, z).
2.1.C. If . # C(E) is bounded, then
u(r, x)=|
E
p(r, x; s, t) .( y) dy
is a unique bounded solution of the problem5
u* +Lu=0 in S<t ,
(2.2)
u=. on St=[t]_E.
2.1.D. If \ is bounded, then
v(r, x)=|
t
r
ds |
E
p(r, x; s, y) \(s, y) dy
belongs to C1(S<t). If, in addition, \ # C (1 ) for all compact 1/S, then v is
a unique bounded solution of the problem
v* +Lv=&\ in S<t ,
(2.3)
v=0 on St .
2.2. Diffusion. Put
L0u=Lu&cu. (2.4)
The fundamental solution p0 of u* +L0u=0 satisfies condition
|
E
p0(r, x; t, y) dy=1 for all 0<r<t, x # E. (2.5)
There exists a continuous Markov process !=(!t , 6r, x) in E with tran-
sition function p0(r, x; t, dy)= p0(r, x; t, y) dy (see, e.g., [3]). We call it
L0-diffusion. We have
6r, x f (!t)=|
E
p0(r, x; t, y) f ( y) dy (2.6)
for all r<t and all bounded Borel functions f.
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5 Writing u=. at z~ # Q means u(z)  .(z~ ) as z # Q tends to z~ .
Properties 2.1.C and 2.1.D imply:
2.2.A. For every bounded . # C(E),
u(r, x)=6r, x.(!t) (2.7)
is a unique solution of the problem
u* +L0u=0 in S<t ,
(2.8)
u=. on St .
2.2.B. For every bounded \ # C (S),
v(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
\(s, !s) ds (2.9)
is a unique solution of the problem
v* +L0v=&\ in S<t ,
(2.10)
v=0 on St .
2.3. Application of Multiplicative Functionals. To every bounded conti-
nuous function c on S there corresponds a multiplicative functional
H rt=exp |
t
r
c(s, !s) ds. (2.11)
For all s # (0, t), (s) H st=&c(s, !s) H
s
t and therefore
H rt=1+|
t
r
c(s, !s) H st ds. (2.12)
We have:
2.3.A. For every bounded continuous .,
u(r, x)=6r, xH rt .(!t) (2.13)
is a unique bounded solution of the problem (2.2).
We have, for every bounded Borel .,
6r, xH rt .(!t)=|
E
p(r, x; t, y) .( y) dy. (2.14)
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2.3.B. For every bounded \ # C (S),
v(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
H rs\(s, !s) ds (2.15)
is a unique solution of the problem (2.3).
For every bounded Borel .,
6r, x |
t
r
H rs \(s, !s) ds=|
t
r
ds |
E
p(r, x; s, y) \(s, y) dy. (2.16)
Proof of 2.3.A. By (2.12), u=u1+u2 where
u1(r, x)=6r, x.(!t), u2(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
c(s, !s) H st .(!t) ds.
By the Markov property,
6r, xc(s, !s) H st .(!t)=6r, x(cu)(s, !s)
and, by Fubini’s theorem,
u2(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
(cu)(s, !s) ds.
Formula (2.2) follows from 2.2.A and 2.2.B. Since (2.2) has a unique bounded
solution, formula (2.14) holds for continuous functions .. We extend it to all
bounded Borel functions by using the multiplicative systems theorem. K
Proof of 2.3.B. By (2.12), v=v1+v2 where
v1(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
\(s, !s) ds,
v2(r, x)=6r, x |
t
r
ds |
s
r
ds$c(s$, !s$) H s$s \(s, !s).
By Fubini’s theorem,
v2(r, x)=|
t
r
ds$6r, xc(s$, !s$) |
t
s$
ds H s$s \(s, !s).
By the Markov property,
6r, xc(s$, !s$) H s$s \(s, !s)=6r, xc(s$, !s) 6s$, !s$ H
s$
s \(s, !s)
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and therefore
v2(r, x)=|
t
r
ds$6r, x(cv)(s$, !s$).
Formula (2.3) follows from 2.2.B. Formula (2.16) follows from (2.14). K
2.4. Maximum Principle and PWB Solutions. The following principle
is proved, for instance, in [10], Theorem II.7.
Maximum Principle. Suppose u # C2(Q) satisfies conditions
u* +Lu0 in Q,
lim sup u(z)0 as z  z~ for all z~ # Q.
Then u0 in Q.
Suppose f is a bounded Borel function on Q. It follows from the
maximum principle that vw if
v # C2(Q), v* +Lv0 in Q, lim sup
z  z~
(z) f (z~ ) for all z~ # Q
(2.17)
and
w # C2(Q), w* +Lw0 in Q, lim inf
z  z~
w(z) f (z~ ) for all z~ # Q.
(2.18)
It turns out (see, e.g., [2], 1.XVIII.1) that there exists a unique function u
such that vuw for all v subject to the condition (2.17) and all w subject
to the condition (2.18). Moreover, u is a solution of (2.1) in Q. It is called
the PWB (PerronWienerBrelot) solution corresponding to f. Since Q and
f are bounded, condition (2.18) holds for function w=ke}t if constants k
and } are sufficiently big. Therefore all functions v which satisfy (2.17) are
bounded from above. Similarly, every w which satisfies (2.18) is bounded
from below.
2.5. PWB Solution and Stochastic Boundary Value Problem. The first
exit time from Q is defined by the formula
{=inf[t: (t, !t)  Q].
Note that 6r, x[{r]=1 for all (r, x) and 6r, x[{=r]=1 for all (r, x)  Q.
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We say that u is a solution of the stochastic boundary value problem
corresponding to f if
u* +Lu=0 in Q,
(2.19)
lim
t A {
u(t, !t)= f ({, !{) 6r, x-a.s. for all (r, x) # Q.
Put
KQ f (r, x)=6r, xH r{ f ({, !r) (2.20)
where ! is an L0-diffusion and H rt is given by (2.11).
Theorem 2.2. For every bounded Borel function f, function u=KQ f is:
(a) the PWB-solution corresponding to f ;
(b) a solution of the stochastic boundary value problem (2.19).
The proof is based on:
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that ! is an L0-diffusion, Q is an arbitrary open set
and v # C2(Q). Then, for every bounded open set U such that U /Q,
v(r, x)=6r, x H r{v({, !{)&6r, x |
{
r
H rs(v* +Lv)(s, !s)) ds in U (2.21)
where { is the first exit time from U.
Proof. There exists a function of class C2(S) which coincides with v on
U and therefore we can assume that Q=S. Put Yt=H rt v(t, !t). For every
(r, x) # U,
Mt=Yt&|
t
r
H rs(v* +Lv)(s, !s) ds
is a martingale relative to 6r, x and the filtration F[r, t)=_[!s , rst].
(This follows from Ito^’s formula if we describe ! by a stochastic differential
equation.) Since { is bounded, we have 6r, xM{=6r, xMr which implies
(2.21). K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider a sequence of bounded open sets
Un A Q such that U n /Un+1 and let {n be the first exit time from Un . If
v # C2(Q), then, by Lemma 2.1,
v(r, x)=6r, x H r{n v({n , !{n)&6r, x |
{n
r
(v* +Lv)(s, !s) ds in Un .
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If v satisfies (2.17), then v(r, x)6r, xH r{n v({n , !{n). Since {n  {, !{n  !{
and since v is bounded from above, Fatou’s lemma implies
v(r, x)6r, x lim sup H r{n v({n , !{n)6r, xH
r
{ f ({, !{).
Analogously, w6r, xH r{ f ({n , !{) if w satisfies (2.18), and the part (a) of
Theorem 2.2 is proved.
To prove part (b), we note that, for every n, Mn(t)=u(t 7 n, !t 7n) is
a martingale relative to (6r, x , Ft 7 {n). By applying Doob’s upcrossings
inequality to Mn , we prove that Y=limt A { u(t, !t) exists 6r, x-a.s. By the
strong Markov property of !, 6r, x[ f ({, !{) | F{n]=u({n , !{n) 6r, x-a.s. Since
f ({, !{) is measurable with respect to the _-algebra generated by a
monotone increasing sequence F{n , we conclude that Y= f ({, !{) 6r, x-a.s.
2.6. Green’s Function. Green’s function in an arbitrary open set Q is
defined by the formula
pQ(r, x; t, y)= p(r, x; t, y)&6r, xH r{p({, !{ ; t, y) for (r, x), (t, y) # Q
(2.22)
where { is the first exit time from Q.6
Theorem 2.3. For every Borel function f 0 on Q,
6r, x1t<{H rt f (t, !t)=|
Qt
pQ(r, x; t, y) f (t, y) dy for all (r, x) # Q
(2.23)
where Qt=[x: (t, x) # Q].
Proof. If we set f =0 outside Q, then
6r, x1{=tH rt f (t, !t)=0 (2.24)
because f ({, !{)=0. Therefore
6r, x1t<{H rt f (t, !t)=u(r, x)&v(r, x)
where
u(r, x)=6r, xH rt f (t, !t),
v(r, x)=6r, x1{<tH rt f (t, !t).
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6 We set p(r, x; t, y)=0 for rt.
By (2.14),
u(s, x)=|
E
p(s, x; t, y) f (t, y) dy. (2.25)
By the Markov property,
v(r, x)=6r, x1{<tH r{H
{
t f (t, !t)=6r, x1{<t H
r
{u({, !{)
=6r, xH r{ |
E
p({, !{ ; t, y) f (t, y) dy. (2.26)
Formula (2.23) follows from (2.25), (2.26) and (2.22). K
We prove a few properties of pQ .
2.6.A. For every (t, y) # Q, function u(r, x)= pQ(r, x; t, y) is a
solution of (2.1) in Q<t=S<t & Q.
Indeed, for every (t, y) # Q,
u(r, x)=v(r, x)&6r, xH r{v({, !{)
where v(r, x)= p(r, x; t, y) is bounded on Q, and 2.6.A follows from 2.1.1
and Theorem 2.2.
In the same way we prove:
2.6.B. For every bounded Borel .,
u(r, x)=|
Qt
pQ(r, x; t, y) .( y) dy
is a solution of (2.1) in Q<t .
2.6.C. For all 0<r<s<t, x # Qr , z # Qt ,
|
Qs
pQ(r, x; s, y) dy pQ(s, y; t, z)= pQ(r, x; t, z). (2.27)
Indeed, by (2.23) and the Markov property, for every positive Borel .,
|
Qt
pQ(r, x; t, z) .(z) dz=6r, x 1t<{H rt .(!t)
=6r, x 1s<{H rsF(s, !s)=|
Qt
pQ(r, x; s, y) F(s, y) dy
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where
F(s, y)=6s, y1t<{H st .(!t)=|
Qt
pQ(s, y; t, z) .(z) dz.
Therefore 2.6.C holds for almost all z. It holds for all z because both parts
of (2.27) are continuous in z.
2.6.D. pQ(r, x; t, y)0 for all r<t, x, y # Q.
It follows from Theorem 2.3, that for every r<t, x # Q, pQ(r, x; t, y)0
for almost all y. Since pQ is continuous in y, this is true for all y.
By applying (2.22) and (2.23) to c=0, we get
6r, x1t<{ f (t, !t)=|
Qt
p0Q(r, x; t, y) f (t, y) dy for all (r, x) # Q (2.28)
where
p0Q(r, x; t, y)= p
0(r, x; t, y)&6r, x p0({, !{ ; t, y) for (r, x), (t, y) # Q
(2.29)
Function p0Q(r, x; t, y) is the transition density of the diffusion obtained from
! by the killing at the first exit time from Q.
Remark. For every . # C(Qt) and every a # Qt ,
|
Qt
pQ(r, x; t, y) .( y) dy  .(a) as r A t, (r, x)  (t, a).
This can be deduced from 2.1.3, (2.23) and the fact that 6r, x[{t] 
6t, a[{t]=0 as (r, x)  (t, a) # Q.
2.7. Green’s Operator. Green’s operator in an arbitrary open set Q is
defined by the formula
GQ\(r, x)=|

r
dt |
Qt
pQ(r, x; t, y) \(t, y) dy. (2.30)
By Theorem 2.3,
GQ\(r, x)=6r, x |
{
r
H rt \(t, !t) dt. (2.31)
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It follows from the strong Markov property of ! that, for every open
set U/Q,
GQ=GU+KU GQ . (2.32)
Theorem 2.4. If \ is bounded, then u=GQ\ # C1(Q) and
lim
t A {
u(t, !t)=0 6r, x a.s. (2.33)
If, in addition, \ # C (1 ) for all compact 1/Q, then u=GQ\ belongs
to C2(Q), it is a solution of the equation
u* +Lu=&\ in Q (2.34)
Proof. To prove (2.33), we consider the same Un and {n as in proof of
Theorem 2.2 to demonstrate the existence, 6r, x a.s., of Y=limt A { u(t, !t).
By (2.32), GQ\=GUn \+KUnGQ\ which implies 6r, xu({, !{n)  0 6r, x a.s.,
and 6r, xY=0 by the dominated convergence theorem.
The rest of Theorem 2.4 follows from 2.1.D and Theorem 2.2. Indeed,
there exists t such that Q/S<t . Put \=0 outside Q. By (2.23) and
Fubini’s theorem,
u(r, x)=6r, x |

r
1s<{H rs \(s, !s) ds=|

r
ds |
Qs
pQ(r, x; s, y) \(s, y) dy
=|
t
r
ds |
Qs
pQ(r, x; s, y) \(s, y) dy.
By (2.22), this implies u=v&w where
v(r, x)=|
t
r
ds |
E
p(r, x; s, y) \(s, y) dy,
w=KQv. K
2.8. The Improved Maximum Principle. We say that a subset T of Q
is total if, for all (r, x) # Q,
6r, x[({, !{)  T]=0.
[Note that Q is total if and only if 6r, x[{=]=0 for all (r, x) # Q. This
condition holds for every bounded Q and, more generally, for all Q/S<t
with a finite t.]
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Theorem 2.5. Let T be a total subset of Q. If v # C2(Q) is bounded
above and satisfies condition
v* +Lv0 in Q (2.35)
and if, for every z~ # T,
lim sup v(z)0 as z  z~ , (2.36)
then v0 in Q.
Proof. Note that v satisfies (2.17) for f =. 6 0 where
.(z~ )=lim sup
z  z~
v(z) for z~ # Q.
By Theorem 2.2, vKQ f. It remains to note that KQ f 0 because f 0
on a total set T. K
2.9. The mean value property.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose Q is an arbitrary open set and T is a total subset
of Q. If u is a solution of (2.1) in Q and if it is bounded and continuous
on Q _ T, then
u(r, x)=6r, xH r{u({, !{) for all (r, x) # Q. (2.37)
Proof. If Q is bounded and u is continuous on Q _ Q, then, by the
maximum principle, u is the PWB solution in Q corresponding to the
restriction f of u to Q and (2.37) follows from (2.20). In the general case,
we consider sequences Un , {n used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and we get
(2.37) by passing to the limit in the equation
u(r, x)=6r, xH r{u({n , !{n) K
Corollary. The set of all solutions of (2.1) in Q is closed under locally
bounded convergence.
Proof. Let U be open and V /Q. If { is the first exit time from U and
if un are solutions of (2.1) in Q, then
un(r, x)=6r, xH r{un({, !{)
by the mean value property. If un  u on Q and if un are uniformly
bounded on U , then u(r, x)=6r, xH r{({, !{), and u is a solution of (2.1) in
U by Theorem 2.2. K
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2.10. Regular Points of the Boundary. A point (t, a) # Q is called regular
if, for every t$>t, 6t, a[(s, !s) # Q for all s # (t, t$)]=0. This is equivalent to
the following condition: for every t$>t,
6r, x[{>t$]  0 as (r, x)  (t, a) (2.38)
(see [5], pp. 12211222).
The role of regular points is highlighted by the following theorem which
is an immediate implication of (2.38):
Theorem 2.7. If (t, a) is a regular point of Q and if f is a bounded
function on Q which is continuous at (t, a), then
KQ f (r, x)  f (t, a) as (r, x)  (t, a). (2.39)
If \ is bounded, then
GQ\(r, x)  0 as (r, x)  (t, a) (2.40)
Theorems 2.2, 2.7, 2.4, and 2.5 imply:
Theorem 2.8. Suppose a total subset T of Q consists of regular points
of Q. If a function f is bounded and continuous on T, then h=KQ f is a
unique solution of the problem
h4 +Lh=0 in Q,
(2.41)
h= f on T.
If \ # C (Q) is bounded, then F=GQ\ is a unique solution of the problem
F4 +LF=&\ in Q,
(2.42)
F=0 on T.
The following test of regularity is proved, e.g., in [5], p. 1222: A point
z=(t, a) # Q is regular if there is a continuous function u on Q such that
u* +Lu0 in Q, u(z)=0, u(z~ )>0 for z~ {z. (2.43)
[Such a function is called a barrier.] By using a suitable barrier, we proved
that z=(t, a) # Q is regular if there exists z$=(t$, a$), with a${a, such
that
d(z~ , z$)>d(z, z$)
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for all z~ # Q sufficiently close to z and distinct from z (i.e., z is the only
common point of three sets: Q , a closed ball centered at z$ and a neighbor-
hood of z).
2.11. Regular Open Sets. We denote by reg Q the set of all regular
points of Q and by rQ the get of all interior (relative to Q) points of
reg Q. We say that Q is regular if regQ is a total subset of Q. A smaller
class of strongly regular open sets is defined by the condition: rQ is total
in Q.
For a cylinder U=(t1 , t2)_D where 0t1<t2 and D is a domain in E
with a smooth boundary,
T=[(t1 , t2)_D] _ [[t2]_D ] (2.44)
is an open total subset of U. All points of the lateral boundary (t1, t2)_D
are regular by the test stated at the end of Section 2.10. All points of the
top cover [t]_D are also regular. Hence U is a strongly regular domain.
Lemma 2.2. If U is strongly regular, then Q=U & Q1 is strongly regular
for every open set Q1 such that U & Q1 /rQ1 .
Proof. Note that set T=(rQ1 _ rU) & Q is open in Q and that it
is contained in rQ. Let { be the first exit time from Q. For (r, x) # Q,
({, !{) # r U 6r, x-a.s. on ({, !{) # U. If ({, !{)  U, then ({, !{) # U & Q1
/r Q1 . Hence, T is total in Q. K
Subsets of S of the form [a0 , b0]_[a1 , b1]_ } } } _[ad , bd] are called
cells. A finite union of cells is called a simple compact set. The collection
of all its interior points is called a simple open set.
Lemma 2.3. Every simple open set is strongly regular. For an arbitrary
open set Q, there exists a sequence of simple open sets Qn A Q such that
Q n /Qn+1 .
We refer for the proof to [5], pp. 12231224.
For every two sets A, B, we denote by d(A, B) the infimum of d(a, b)
over all a # A, b # B.
Lemma 2.4. For every open set Q and every closed subset 1 of Q which
contains all irregular points, there exists a sequence of bounded strongly
regular open sets Qn A Q such that
Q n A Q "1; d(Qn , Q"Qn+1)>0 (2.45)
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a sequence of strongly regular bounded
open sets Un such that Un A S"1 and U n /Un+1 . By Lemma 2.2, sets
Qn=Un & Q are strongly regular. Note that Q n & 1/U n & 1/Un+1 & 1=<.
Since Q n /Q , this implies the first part of (2.45). The second part holds
because Qn /U n , Q"Qn+1 /U cn+1 and d(U n , U
c
n+1)>0. K
3. DIFFUSIONS AND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR
SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
3.1. Suppose that T is a subset of Q. We consider functions u0 of
class C2(Q) which are bounded and continuous on Q _ T and satisfy the
conditions
u* +Lu=(u) in Q;
(3.1)
u= f on T.
We call them solutions of the boundary value problem (3.1). We also
consider a stochastic boundary value problem
u* +Lu=(u) in Q,
(3.1)
lim
t A {
u(t, !t)= f ({, !{) 6r, x-a.s. for all (r, x) # Q.
Note that (3.1) implies (3.2) if T is total in Q.
The problems (3.1) and (3.2) are closely related to an integral equation
u+GQ(u)=KQ f. (3.3)
[Writing GQ(u) means GQ\ where \(z)=(z, u(z)).] We start with
proving uniqueness and existence theorems for solutions of (3.3). At various
stages we use the following assumptions on :
3.1.A. (z, u)(z, v) for all z and all uv.
3.1.B. (z, u)0 for all u0 and all z # Q. (z, 0)=0 for all z # Q.
3.1.C. (z, u) is bounded on Q_[0, }] for every }<.
3.1.D. Function  belongs to C (Q) for every u and it satisfies
Lipschitz’s condition in u on every [0, }) uniformly in z # Q, i.e., for every
}>0, there exists a constant ;(}) such that
|(z, u2)&(z, u1)|;(}) |u2&u1 | for all u1 , u2}, z # Q.
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3.1.E. infz # Q (z, u)u  + as u  .
All these assumptions hold for
(z, u)=k(z) u: (3.4)
where :>1, k # C (Q) is positive and k and k&1 are bounded on Q.
3.2. Uniqueness and Monotonicity
Theorem 3.1. Under conditions 3.1.A, 3.1.B, 3.1.C, equation (3.3) has,
for every positive bounded Borel function f, not more than one solution.
Moreover, if u, u~ are solutions, corresponding to f, f and if f  f , then uu~ .
Proof. (1) The first part of the theorem follows from the second one.
Note that w=u~ &u and .= f &f are connected by the equation
w+GQ(:w)=KQ . (3.5)
where
:(z)=[(z, u~ (z))&(z, u(z))]w(z) if w(z){0,
:(z)=0 if w(z)=0.
It follows from (3.3) and 3.1.B that u, u~ and GQ(u), GQ(u~ ) are bounded.
By 3.1.C, (u), (u~ ) are also bounded. Note that |:w|(u)+(u~ ). Hence
:w and GQ(:w) are bounded.
(2) We claim that
w+GU (:w)=KUw (3.6)
for every open U/Q. Indeed, by (3.5) and (2.32),
KQ.=w+GU (:w)+KU GQ(:w). (3.7)
By the strong Markov property, KQ.=KUKQ., and (3.5) implies
KQ.=KUw+KU GQ(:w). (3.8)
Since KUGQ(:w)<, (3.7) and (3.8) imply (3.6).
(3) Suppose .0 and that U=[w<0] is nonempty. Since w=.
on Q and w0 on U, we conclude that w=0 on Q & U. Clearly, w=0
on U & Q. Hence w=0 on U which implies KUw=0 and, by (3.6),
w+GU (:w)=0. By 3.1.A, :0. Hence, :w0 in U which implies w=
&Gu(:w)0 in U in contradiction to the definition of U. Therefore .0
implies w0. K
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3.3. Existence. To prove the existence theorem for solutions of (3.3),
we apply the so-called monotone iteration scheme to a modified equation.
We deal with operators (2.20) and (2.30) corresponding to more than one
function c and we distinguish them by superscripts. To avoid cumbersome
formulae, we drop the subscript Q (which will cause no confusion because
the set Q is fixed). With this convention, equation (3.3) takes the form
u+Gc(u)=K cf. (3.9)
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that  satisfies conditions 3.1.B3.1.C, functions
f, c, c~ are positive bounded and
 (u)&c~ u=(u)&cu. (3.10)
Then equation (3.9) is equivalent to the equation
u+Gc~  (u)=Kc~ f. (3.11)
Proof. According to Lemma 1.5[5], p. 1211, if c, w, f are bounded and
if
g=K cf +Gcw, (3.12)
then
g&G0(cg)=K0f +G0w. (3.13)
Moreover, if g is bounded, then (3.13) implies (3.12).
Note that (3.9) is equivalent to (3.12) with g=u, w=&(u) and (3.13)
is equivalent to the equation
u+G0[(u)&cu]=K 0f. (3.14)
By 3.1.B, equation (3.9) implies that u is bounded. Function w=&(u) is
bounded by 3.1.C. Therefore (3.9) is equivalent to (3.14). By (3.10), & (u)
is also bounded, and therefore (3.11) is also equivalent to (3.14). K
Theorem 3.2. Fix a constant *>0 and a positive bounded Borel function f,
and put, for every bounded positive v,
T(v)=&G&* (v)+K&*f (3.15)
where
 (v)=(v)&(c+*) v. (3.16)
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[We do not indicate explicitly the dependence of T of * and f.] Suppose
that  satisfies conditions 3.1.B3.1.E. Then there exists a function *(})
(depending on f ) such that:
(a) T(v1)T(v2) if 0v1v2} in Q and **(}).
(b) T(})} for all sufficiently large }.
(c) If } is sufficiently large, then, for every **(}), sequence
un=T n(0) (3.17)
is monotone increasing and its limit u is a solution of Eq. (3.3).
Proof. Note that (3.10) holds for c~ =&* and  given by (3.16), and, by
Lemma 3.1, equation (3.3) is equivalent to the condition
u=T(u). (3.18)
To get (a), we put *(})=;(})+M, where ;(}) is defined in condition
3.1.D and M is an upper bound for |c|. If 0t1t2}, then
 (t1)& (t2)=(t2&t1)(c+*)&[(t2)&(t1)](t2&t1)(*&*0).
If **(}), then  (t1) (t2) and (a) follows from the equation
T(v2)&T(v1) =G&*[ (v1)& (v2)].
To prove (b), we note that, by condition 3.1.E, there exists }1 such
that (z, })c(z)} for all z # Q, }}1 . If }}1 and if N is an upper
bound for f, then & (z, })*} and T(})*}G&*1+K&*N. Since
{r e
&*(s&r)* ds+e&*({&r)=1, T(})} for }}1 6 N.
To prove (c), we note that u1=T(0)0 by 3.1.B. If } is sufficiently large
and if **(}), then, by (a) and (b), u1=T(0)T(})}. We use (a) and
(b) to prove, by induction in n, that 0=u0 } } } un}. Clearly,
u=lim un satisfies (3.18). K
Remark. Formula (3.17) can be replaced by formula un=T n(u0) where
u0 is an arbitrary positive bounded function such that T(u0)u0 .
3.4. Operators VQ and Boundary Value Problems. Theorems 3.1 and
3.2 imply that, under conditions 3.1.A3.1.E, the equation (3.3) has a
unique solution for every positive bounded Borel function f. We denote
it VQ( f ). We have
VQ( f )0, VQ(0)=0, VQ( f1)VQ( f2) if f1 f2 . (3.19)
Note that VQ( f )=VQ( f ) if f = f on a total set T. In particular, if Q is
regular, then VQ( f ) depends only on values of f on reg Q.
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that  satisfies 3.1.B3.1.D. Function u=VQ f is
a solution of the stochastic boundary value problem (3.2). If T/reg Q and
if f is continuous on T, then u=VQ( f ) is a solution of the boundary value
problem (3.1).
Proof. Let u=VQ( f ). Function h=KQ f is bounded. Hence uh is
also bounded. By 3.1.C, \(z)=(z, u(z)) is bounded. By Theorems 2.2
and 2.4, h and, F=GQ\ belong to C1(Q). Therefore u=h&F # C1(Q) and,
by 3.1.D, \ # C (1) for all compact 1/Q. By Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, this
implies h, F # C2(Q) and therefore u also belongs to C2(Q). By using
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 once more, we prove that u is a solution of (3.2). The
rest of Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 2.7. K
A converse to Theorem 3.3 will be proved in the next section (see
Corollary 4.3).
The operator VQ can be extended, preserving properties (3.19) to all
Borel functions f : Q  [0, ] by the formula
VQ( f )= lim
k  
VQ( f 7 k). (3.20)
In Section 4 we introduce a class of functions  such that, for all f,
VQ( f )< and moreover it is a solution of (1.1).
4. GENERAL SOLUTIONS OF EQUATION (1.1)
Now we investigate solutions of (1.1) without any restriction on their
boundary behavior. First, we prepare analytic tools: a comparison principle
and absolute barriers.
4.1. Comparison principle
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that  satisfies the condition 3.1.A and T is a
total subset of Q. If u, v # C2(Q), u&v is bounded above and if
u* +Lu&(u)v* +Lv&(v) n Q (4.1)
and, for every z~ # T,
lim sup[u(z)&v(z)]0 as z  z~ , (4.2)
then uv in Q.
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Proof. For c=0 this is Lemma A1 in [4]. To reduce the general case
to the case c=0, we note that
u* +Lu&(u)=e&}t[u* 1+L0u1&1(u1)]
where
u1=e}tu, 1(u)=e}t(e&}tu)+(}&c) u.
If } is an upper bound of c, then condition (4.1) implies that 1 , u1 , v1
satisfy a similar condition with c=0. Clearly, u1 , v1 satisfy also the rest of
conditions of Theorem 4.1. Hence, u1v1 which implies uv. K
Corollary 4.1 (The Mean Value Property). Suppose Q is bounded,
T/regQ is total in Q and u is a bounded solution of (1.1) in Q. If u is
continuous on Q _ T, then
u+GQ(u)=KQ u. (4.3)
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, F=u+GQ(u) satisfies equation F4 +LF=0
in Q. By Theorem 2.2, h=KQu is a solution of the same equation. By
Theorem 2.7, F=h=u on T and F=h in Q by Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. If u is a solution of (1.1) in an arbitrary open set Q,
then
u+GU(u)=KU u (4.4)
for every bounded open set U such that U /Q.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.1 if U is regular. In general, we
consider a sequence of regular open sets Un such that Un A U and U n /U
(which exists by Lemma 2.4) and we pass to the limit in the equation
u+GUn (u)=KUn u. K
Corollary 4.3. If u is a bounded solution of the stochastic boundary
value problem (3.2), then u=VQ( f ). The same is true if u is a bounded
solution of (3.1) with a total set T.
Proof. We consider a sequence of bounded open sets Qn A Q such that
Q n /Q. By Corollary 4.2, u+GQn (u)=KQn u which implies (3.3) because
KQn u  KQ f in Q by (3.2). The second part of the corollary follows from
the first one.
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4.2. Absolute barriers. We say that a continuous function u is an
absolute barrier in U if u~ u for every bounded solution u~ of (1.1). To
prove the existence of an absolute barrier in an arbitrary open set Q, it is
sufficient to prove its existence in U=(t1 , t2)_D for all 0<t1<t2 and all
open balls D. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that u is an absolute barrier in
U=(t1 , t2)_D If
u* +Lu(u) in Q,
(4.5)
u= on T
where T is given by (2.44).
Denote by 8 the class of all positive functions . on R+ such that:
4.2.1. . is convex and .(0+)=0, .(u)>0 for u>0.
4.2.2. N ds [
s
0 .(u) du]
&12< for some N0.
Remark. If a function .(u) satisfies conditions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, then
.(u) u   as u  . Condition 4.2.1 implies that assumption 4.2.2 holds
for all N>0 if it holds for some N>0.
For every z=(r, x) # S, we denote by U=(z) a cylinder (r&=, r+=)_D=(x)
where D=(x) is an open ball of radius = centered at x.
Theorem 4.2. An absolute barrier exists in every open set Q if 
satisfies the condition.7
4.2.A. For every z # S, there exist U=U=(z) and a function .U # 8
such that
0<.U (v)(z~ , v) for all z~ # U, v>0. (4.6)
Proof. (1) Suppose that } is a upper bound for c in U and put
.(v)=.U (v)&}v. The relation .U (v)v   as v   implies there exists
N>0 such that
1
2 .U (v).(v)2.U (v) for all vN.
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7 Condition 4.2.A holds for (z, v)=k(z) v: if k is continuous and strictly positive.
To prove the existence of an absolute barrier in U, it is sufficient to
construct a function u0 which satisfies (4.5). Note that (4.5) holds if
u* +L0u.(u) in U,
(4.7)
u= on T.
(2) Condition 4.2.1 implies that .(u1)+.(u2).(u1+u2) and
therefore
u(r, x)=u1(r)+u2(x), (r, x) # U
satisfies (4.7) if
u* 1.(u1) for t1r<t2 ,
(4.8)
u1= for r=t2
and
L0u2.(u2) in D,
(4.9)
U2= on D.
[Here D=D=(x).] Function
.~ (u)=.(u) for uN;
=u.(N)N for uN
satisfies condition 4.2.1 and the conditions
|

N
ds _|
s
0
.~ (u) du&
&12
<, |
N
0
.~ (u)&1 du=, |

N
.~ (u)&1 du<
[The third condition follows from the first one because, by 4.2.1,
s0 .~ (u) dus.~ (s).~ (s)
2.~ (1) for s1.] For every t # (0, ), there exists
a unique value v(t)>0 such that
|

v(t)
[.~ (s)]&1 ds=t.
Note that v(0+)= and v* =&.~ (v). Function u1(r)=v(t2&r)+N
satisfies conditions u* 1(r)=.~ [v(t2&r)].~ [u1(r)] and u1(t2)=. Since
u1N, .~ (u1)=.(u1) and (4.8) holds for u1 .
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According to [9] (see proof of Theorem 2.4 in section A.2), there exists
a function v0 such that,
L0v.~ (v) in D,
(4.10)
v= on D.
Function u2(x)=v(x)+N satisfies (4.9). K
4.3. Limit of Solutions. In the rest of section 4 we assume that 
satisfies conditions 3.1.A3.1.E and 4.2.A.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that un  u at every point of Q. If un are
solutions of (1.1), then so is u.
Proof. For every z # Q, there exists =>0 such that the closure of
U=U=(z) is contained in Q. By Corollary 4.2, equation (4.4) holds for un .
By Theorem 4.2, un are uniformly bounded in U = . By the dominated
convergence theorem, (4.4) holds also for u. By Theorem 3.3, u is a solution
of (1.1) in U. K
Lemma 4.1. Suppose O is a relatively open subset of Q. Denote U(O, })
the class of all positive solutions of (1.1) such that, for all z~ # O,
lim sup u(z)} as z  z~ . (4.11)
For every z0 # O, there exist =>0 and N< such that
u(z)N for all u # U(O, }) and all z # Q & U =(z0). (4.12)
Proof. Put U=U=(z0) and choose = small enough that A=U & Q/O.
Note that every function u # U(O, }) is bounded in Q0=U= & Q. Denote
by u= a solution of the problem (4.5) constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Function v=u=+} also satisfies (4.5). Note that Q0/U= _ A. The set
T0=(T & Q) _ A is total in Q0, Clearly, for every u # U(O, }),
lim sup(u(z)&v(z))0 as z  z~ # T0.
By Theorem 4.1, uv in Q0. This, obviously, implies the existence of = and
N subject to condition (4.12). K
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Theorem 4.4. Suppose that solutions un of (1.1) converge to u at every
point of Q. Let O/regQ be relatively open in Q and let f be a continuous
function on O. If un satisfy the boundary condition
un= f on O, (4.13)
then the same condition holds for u.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that f} on O for
some }. Take z0 # O and choose = and N to satisfy condition (4.12). Let
U= U=(z0), A=U = & Q/O and Q0=U= & Q. If T is the total subset
of U= , given by (2.44), then the set T0=(T & Q) _ A/regQ0 is total
in Q0. By (4.12), unN on U = & Q (because un # U(O, })). Note that
un  f on T where f = f on A, f =u on T"A. By Corollary 4.1, (4.4) holds
for un and Q0. By the dominated convergence theorem, we get
u+GQ0(u)=KQ 0 f .
By Theorem 2.7, this implies u(z0)= f (z0). K
4.4. Explosion on the Boundary.
Theorem 4.5. Let T/reg Q be a total relatively open subset of Q8
and let f be a continuous function from, Q to [0, ]. Then the function
u=VQ( f ) defined by (3.20) is the minimal solution of the problem (3.1).
Proof. Put fk= f 7 k and uk=VQ( fk). By (3.19), u1u2 } } } un } } }
and, by Theorem 4.3, u=lim un is a solution of (1.1). By Theorem 4.4,
u= fk= f on each set Ok=T & [ f <k]. If z~ # O*=T & [ f =], then,
for every k,
lim inf u(z)lim inf uk(z)= fk(z~ )=k
as z  z~ and therefore u== f on O*.
If u~ is all arbitrary solution of (3.1), then, by Theorem 4.1, u~ uk for all
k and therefore u~ u. K
4.5. Solutions vOQ .
Theorem 4.6. Let O be a relatively open subset of Q and let T/regQ
be a total relatively open subset of Q. Consider a sequence of positive con-
tinuous functions fn : Q  [0, ] such that fn A  on O, fn=0 on Q"O
and On=[ fn=] A O. The sequence un=VQ( fn) is monotone increasing
and
vOQ=lim un (4.14)
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8 Such a set T exists if and only if Q is strongly regular.
satisfies (1.1) and the boundary conditions
vOQ= on O & T,
(4.15)
vOQ=0 on O* & T,
where O*=Q"O . Moreover, vOQ is the minimal solution of (1.1) which
explodes on O & T.
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, un are solutions of (1.1) and un= fn=0 on
O* & T. By Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, vOQ is also a solution of (1.1) and v
O
Q=0
on O* & T. If z~ # O & T, then z~ # On & T for some n. There exists a con-
tinuous function f : Q  [0, ] such that f (z~ )= and f =0 on Q"On .
Note that f =0 fn on Q"On and f = fn on On . By Theorem 4.5,
u~ V OQ( f )VQ( fn)=un . By (3.1), u~ (z~ )= f (z~ )=, and thus v
O
Q(z~ )=.
If v is an arbitrary solution of (1.1) which tends to  at O & T, then
condition (4.2) holds for v and u=un 7 k for all n and k because
un 7 k & v  & on T & O and un = fn = 0 on (Q"O) & T. By
Theorem 4.1, vun 7 k and therefore vvOQ . K
Remark. By taking O=Q, T=regQ, we get that vQ=vQQ is the min-
imal solution of (1.1) which explodes on reg Q. It follows from Theorem 4.1
that vQ is an absolute barrier in Q. [Note that vQ coincides with the
supremum of all bounded solutions.
4.6. Solutions w1Q .
Theorem 4.7. Let Q be an arbitrary open set and let 1 be a closed sub-
set of Q such that Q"1/regQ. If bounded strongly regular Qn A Q satisfy
(2.45) and if On=Qn & Q, then v
On
Qn
is a monotone decreasing sequence and
w1Q=lim v
On
Qn
(4.16)
is the maximal solution of the problem
u* +Lu=(u) in Q;
(4.17)
u=0 on Q"1.
Proof. By Theorem 4.6 applied to Qn and the total set Tn=rQn ,
function vn=v
On
Qn
satisfies conditions
v* n+Lvn=(vn) in Qn ;
vn= on On & Tn ,
vn=0 on On*,
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where On*=Qn"O n/Tn . Put Cn=O n*=Qn & Q and note that
d(Cn , O n+1)=d(Cn , On+1)d(Q n , Q"Qn+1)>0. On the other hand,
Cn /Qn+1=O n+1 _ O*n+1 and therefore Cn /O*n+1 . Moreover, Cn /Tn .
We have Tn=Cn _ (On & Tn). Since vn+1<=vn on On & Tn and
vn+1=0vn on Cn , we get that vn+1vn on Tn . Besides, vn+1 is bounded
in Qn . By Theorem 4.1, vn+1vn in Qn . Function w=w1Q satisfies (4.17) by
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.
If w~ is an arbitrary solution of problem (4.17), then w~ vn in Qn by
Theorem 4.1 and therefore w~ w in Q. K
Remark. By Theorem 4.7, wQ=wQQ is the maximal solution of (1.1)
in Q. For every sequence of bounded strongly regular Qn A Q such that
d(Qn , Q"Qn+1)>0, we have
vQnQn a wQ . (4.18)
5. SUPERDIFFUSION AND SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC
EQUATIONS
5.1. (L, )-Superdiffusion. We assume that 0 (condition 3.1.B)
and we denote by M the set of all measures + on S such that +(S<t)<
for all t<. A collection of random measures (XQ , P+) where Q is an
open set of S and + # M is called (L, )-superdiffusion if :
(a) For every positive Borel function f on S,
P+e&( f, XQ)=e&(VQ( f ), +) (5.1)
where ( f, +) means S f d+ and VQ is defined in Sections 3.4.
9
(b) (Special Markov property.) For every positive F#Q-measurable
function Y,
P+[Y | F/Q]=PXQY (5.2)
where F/Q is the _-algebra generated by XQ1 with Q1 /Q and F#Q is the
_-algebra generated by XQ2 with Q2 #Q1 .
The existence of a family (XQ , P+) with properties (a), (b) is proved in
[6] and [5] for bounded c # C1(S) and a convex class of functions  which
contains (z, u)=k(z) u: with bounded k0 and 1<:2.
Suppose that  satisfies conditions 3.1.A and
5.1.A. Function (z, u)u is bounded on every set Q_[0, }] and it
tends to 0 as u  0.
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9 Condition (a) implies that XQ # M P+ -a.s. for + # M. Indeed, VQ(1S<t)KQ(1S<t) is bounded
and (v, +)<.
Then condition (a) implies
P+( f, XQ) =|
S
+(dr, dx) 6r, xH r{ f ({, !{) (5.3)
[This follows from the arguments used for proving formula (I.1.20) in [5].]
Note that P+[XQ=+]=1 if +(Q)=0 and that XQ is concentrated on Q
P+-a.s. if + is concentrated on Q.
We put Pr, x=Pr, $x where $x is the Dirac’s measure at point x. Note that
VQ f (r, x)=&log Pr, xe&( f, XQ). (5.4)
We construct a Markov process (Xt , Pr, +) in the space M(E ) of all
finite measures on E by putting Xt(B)=XB<t(Bt), where B<t=(0, t)_B,
Bt=[t]_B, and by setting Pr, +=P+r , where +r is the image of + under the
mapping x  (r, x) from E to S. [Note that XB<t is concentrated,
Pr, + -a.s., on [t]_E for all r<t, + # M(E).]
5.2. Graph of Supperdiffusion. Denote by supp & the support of measure &.
The graph of a superdiffusion X in an open set Q is a random closed set
GQ with the properties:
(a) For every open set U/Q, supp XU /GQ a.s.10
(b) If G is a closed random set and if supp XU /G P+ a.s. for all
open U/Q, then G #GQ P+ a.s.
Conditions (a)(b) determine GQ uniquely up to P+ -equivalence for all +.
Starting from a countable base [O1 , ..., On , ...] of open subsets of Q
closed under finite unions, we get GQ by taking the support of the measure
:

1
2&nXOn (1, XOn)
[see Section 5 in [7]].11
5.3. Probabilistic formulae for vOQ and w
1
Q . The following lemmas (obvious
on the intuitive level) are implications of the special Markov property.
Lemma 5.1. If Q1 /Q2 and 1/Qc2 , then
XQ1(1 )XQ2(1 ) a.s.
[See 5.4.C in [7].]
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10 Writing ‘‘a.s.’’ means ‘‘P+-a.s. for all + # M ’’.
11 In [7] we considered an elliptic setting and c=0. The arguments there can be extended to
the present setting by using formula (5.3).
Lemma 5.2. If Q1 /Q2 and if + is concentrated on Q1, then
[XQ1(Q2)=0]/[XQ2 # M(Q 1)] P+ -a.s. (5.5)
Proof. Note that C=[XQ2[(Q 1)
c]>0] # F#Q1 and therefore, by the
special Markov property,
P+[XQ1(Q2)=0, C]=P+[1XQ1 # M(Q
c
)
PXQ1(C)]. (5.6)
If & # M(Qc2), then XQ2=XQ1=&P& a.s. and P&(C)=1&(Q c1)>0 . If, in addi-
tion, & # M(Q 1), then P&(C)=0. Since XQ1 # M(Q 1), P+ -a.s. (5.6) implies
(5.5). K
Lemma 5.3. If Q1 /Q2 , and if + is concentrated on Q1 , then
[XQ1(Q2)=0]/[GQ2 /Q 1] P+ -a.s. (5.7)
Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for U/Q2 ,
[XQ1(Q2)=0]/[XU # M(Q 1)] P+ -a.s. (5.8)
Note that U=U1 & 1 where U1=U & Q1 , 1=U & Qc1 . By Lemma 5.1,
XU1(1)XQ1(1 ) a.s. because U1 /Q1 and 1/Q
c
1 . Hence
[XQ1(Q2)=0]/XQ1(1)=0]/[XU1(1)=0] a.s.
and, since XU1(U1)=0, we get
[XQ1(Q2)=0]/[XU1(U)=0] a.s. (5.9)
By Lemma 5.2,
[XU1(U)=0]/[XU # M(U 1)] P+-a.s.
which implies (5.8). K
Theorem 5.1. In notation of Theorems 4.6 and 4.7,
vOQ(r, x)=&log Pr, x[XQ(O)=0] (5.10)
and, for every + # M(S),
P+[XQ(O)=0]=e&(v
O
Q , +). (5.11)
The maximal solution w1Q of the problem (4.17) can be expressed by the
formula
w1Q(r, x)=&log Pr, x[GQ is compact and GQ & 1=<]. (5.12)
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If supp + is compact and is contained in Q, then
P+[GQ is compact and GQ & 1=<]=e&(w
1
Q , +). (5.13)
Proof. By (4.14) and (5.4),
v1Q(r, x)=&lim log 6r, xe
&( fn , XQ).
Since fn A  on O and fn =0 on Q"O, we have e&( fn , XQ)  1XQ(O)=0
which implies (5.10). Since VQ fn A vOQ , we obtain (5.11) by a passage to the
limit in the formula
P+e&( fn , XQ) =e&(VQ fn , +).
We get (5.12) from (4.14) if we show that, for every +,
lim P+[XQn(On)=0]=P+[GQ is compact and GQ & 1=<]. (5.14)
Since Qn /Q, measure XQn is concentrated, a.s., on GQ and therefore
(5.15)
[GQ /Q n&1]/[XQn # M(Q n&1)]/[XQn # M(Qn)]/[XQn(On)=0] a.s.
because Q n&1 /Qn and On /Qn /Qcn .
If supp + is compact and is contained in Q, then supp +/Qn for all
sufficiently large n. Thus XQn # M(Qn) and [XQn(On)=0]/[XQn(Q)=0]
P+-a.s. By Lemma 5.3, this implies
[XQn(On)=0]/[GQ /Q n] P+ a.s. (5.16)
Formula (5.14) follows from (5.15) and (5.16). K
5.4. Maximal Solution in Q.
Theorem 5.2. For an arbitrary open set Q, the maximal solution wQ of
(1.1) in Q can be expressed by the formula
wQ(r, x)=&log Pr, x[GQ is compact and GQ /Q]
=&log Pr, x[G is compact and G/Q] (5.17)
where G=GS is the graph of X in the entire space S.
Proof. The first part of (5.17) follows from (5.12). Since GQ /G a.s., the
second part will be proved if we show that, for every (r, x) # Q,
[GQ is compact and GQ /Q]/[G is compact and G/Q] Pr, x-a.s. (5.18)
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Suppose Qn A Q and Q n&1 /Qn . By Lemma 5.3,
[XQn=0]/[G/Q n] Pr, x -a.s. (5.19)
Since XQn # M(GQ) and XQn(Qn)=0, (5.19) implies
[GQ/Q n&1]/[GQ/Qn]/[XQn # M(Qn)]/[XQn=0]/[G/Q n]Pr,x-a.s.
(5.20)
Inclusion (5.18) follows from (5.19) and (5.20). K
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